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Critical 

Criteria
Level C Level B Level A

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 87.18% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 89.74% - - *

ADJEI AKAKPO

JANYINE DARI

COMFORT ABENA BONA

ISSAKA ABDULAI

KWADWO KWARTENG

AMINATU JAFARO

MUSTAPHER MOHAMMED

CHARLES DARKWA

ABENA NSIAH

AKWASI ADDAE

EDWARD OTENG

KWAKU ODURO

AGYEI PATRICK

CHRISTIANA YEBOAH

WAHABU AWUNI

KWADWO ASAMOAH

ALEX KWABENA WIAFE

E.K GYAMFI

Name of the farm

Sampled member farms (public)

Score

Critical Criteria 100.00% 100.00%

1. Audit summary

1.1. Summary of scores (public)

Group administrator

Level C

Level B - -

Level A - -

Audit Result Certification Surveillance

Results

84.85% 88.89%
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100.00% 87.18% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

ERIC BOAMAH

KWAME NOAH

AKOSUA KRAAH

KATE NKRUMAH

KWABENA OWUSU

ASARE BEDIAKO

DOUGLAS SEKYERE

ADWOA FOSUAH

BERCHIE MAXWELL

FRANCIS AFRIYIE

SARA GYIMAH

KOFI AKUOKU

AMA DAPAAH

GEORGINA NKRUMAH

OWUSU DICKSON

KWASI OPPONG

ADWOA AHYIA

SETH KWAME ASIAMAH

AFIA DONKOR

ABUBAKAR AHMED

ADOMA ALICE

MENSAH MARTIN

AGNES AMANFO

ALFRED DEGGI

YAW AMPONSAH

TEI KOFI

ADU GYAMFI

KWASI OFORI

KWADWO FRIMPONG
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100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 92.31% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 92.31% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 92.31% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

X

X

X

BOYE KWABENA

KWAKU OHEMANG

YAA MARFOWAA

AGYEI SAMUEL

GABRIEL NSOWAH

ASAFO AGYEI

OSEI OWUSU

AGYEMANG OSEI

POKU KWADWO

PRINCE GYAMFI

GLADYS OWUSU

AMMA BADU

YAW ADU

NICHOLAS ANTWI

AMPOFO STEPHEN

FRANCIS NSIAH

REGINA AFUA ASIEDUAA

BABA SALAM

GYASI KWADWO

OWUSU CHARLES

(*) Smallholder

SAN Lists for Pesticide Management, July 2017.

2. Audit (public)

2.1. Standards and Policies Used

The audit was conducted based on the following normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network:

Certification Rules, July 2017.

Sustainable Agriculture Standard, July 2017 (version 1.2).

1.2. Conclusion of the audit team (public)

The audit team concluded that the group Agroecom Ghana Limited, Agona B Complies with Year 2 requirements - Level C with 

the current version of the normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network. The certification decision is 

responsibility of the contracted certification body.
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Infrastructure                                                                             -   

Other use*                                                                             -   

Other use*                                                                             -   

(*) Change the type of land use if necessary

Other structures*                                                                             -   

sub total                                                                  3,864.80 

Total Scope                                                                 18,480.30 

sub total                                                                 14,615.50 

Other Areas

Other use*                                                                  3,864.80 

Other use*                                                                             -   

sub total                                                                             -   

Certified Crops

Other Conservation Areas                                                                             -   

This audit covered the evaluation of the social and environmental performance of the group administrator’s Internal 

Management System and the social and environmental performance of the farms of the group with respect to the applicable 

criteria of the SAN’s standards and policy documents. The areas and crops covered by the scope of the certification are shown 

below (please verify and confirm if the information in the application form under farm area is the same, if different indicate them):

Scope of property and land use (ha)

Environmental

Conservation Area                                                                             -   

Cocoa 14615.50

2.2. Scope (public)
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#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

KWADWO KWARTENG 12.00 12.00

MUSTAPHER MOHAMMED 4.88 4.88

KWADWO FRIMPONG 2.00 2.00

ADJEI AKAKPO 2.07 2.07

JANYINE DARI 12.00 12.00

ISSAKA ABDULAI 10.00 10.00

CHRISTIANA YEBOAH 1.20 1.20

WAHABU AWUNI 1.20 1.20

ALEX KWABENA WIAFE 6.00 6.00

AKWASI ADDAE 2.20 2.20

EDWARD OTENG 2.80 2.80

KWAKU ODURO 8.00 8.00

E.K GYAMFI 1.00 1.00

CHARLES DARKWA 2.00 2.00

ABENA NSIAH 2.80 2.80

KWADWO ASAMOAH 2.40 2.40

3.77AGYEI PATRICK 3.77

AMINATU JAFARO 3.32 3.32

COMFORT ABENA BONA 5.00 5.00

2.5. Sample (public)

2.5.1. Criteria for sampling selection

Name of the farm Farm area (ha) Production area (ha)

2.5.2. List of farms in the sample (public)

2.4. Public Summary

The general description of the group, audit (scope and audit team) as well as the non-compliances identified during this audit will 

be available to the public on the electronic portal of the contracted certification body.

The square root of the total number of farms to be certified was done. The sample included one-third of the sampled done 

during the previous audit. Eleven of the communities were randomly selected. The selection of farms was based on the 

proximity to conservation areas (to check ecosystem conservation), geographical locations (to check efficiency of disseminating 

group member trainings), size of farms and other risks identified after group interviews.

2.3. Confidentiality Agreement (public)

The audit team that prepared this document is committed to confidentiality with the group audited, the management and use of 

information of the properties acquired during the course of the audit. The certification body contracted keeps copies of the 

confidentiality declarations signed by the auditor team and staff.
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20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

KWASI OFORI 3.00 3.00

ADWOA AHYIA 6.00 6.00

4.00

AMMA BADU 5.00 5.00

AMPOFO STEPHEN 6.00 6.00

FRANCIS NSIAH 10.80 10.80

YAA MARFOWAA 3.00 3.00

KWABENA OWUSU 3.20

AGYEI SAMUEL 14.00 14.00

GABRIEL NSOWAH 4.00

NICHOLAS ANTWI 2.00 2.00

KATE NKRUMAH 11.60 11.60

ASARE BEDIAKO 0.40 0.40

3.20

YAW ADU 1.60 1.60

ERIC BOAMAH 6.00 6.00

KWAME NOAH 0.40 0.40

AKOSUA KRAAH 1.20 1.20

AMA DAPAAH 2.20 2.20

GEORGINA NKRUMAH 2.40 2.40

OWUSU DICKSON 1.20 1.20

2.00

SARA GYIMAH 1.60 1.60

KWASI OPPONG 0.81 0.81

KOFI AKUOKU 1.00 1.00

ADOMA ALICE 12.00 12.00

MENSAH MARTIN 2.80 2.40

TEI KOFI 2.80 2.80

AGNES AMANFO 0.80 0.80

ALFRED DEGGI 10.80

6.00

AFIA DONKOR 2.50 2.50

ABUBAKAR AHMED 3.60 3.60

10.80

YAW AMPONSAH 5.72 5.72

DOUGLAS SEKYERE 5.00 5.00

ADWOA FOSUAH 4.00 4.00

BERCHIE MAXWELL 13.00 13.00

FRANCIS AFRIYIE 2.00

ADU GYAMFI 6.50 6.50

SETH KWAME ASIAMAH 6.00
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56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

PRINCE GYAMFI 7.00 7.00

BABA SALAM 2.00 2.00

BOYE KWABENA 4.00 4.00

POKU KWADWO 3.00 3.00

ASAFO AGYEI 6.80 6.80

OSEI OWUSU 9.00 9.00

AGYEMANG OSEI 2.00 2.00

GLADYS OWUSU 8.20 8.20

KWAKU OHEMANG 2.50 2.50

REGINA AFUA ASIEDUAA 2.00 2.00

GYASI KWADWO 3.50 3.50

OWUSU CHARLES 5.80 5.80
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Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit

1.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.5 COMPLIES

1.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.8 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

1.13 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.14 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.3 COMPLIES

3.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.31 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

A farm map has been documented and pastered at the IMS office for all the 3 districts. 

The map has forest reserves, major roads and rivers, communities/societies for the 

group. Information on production plots are indicated in farmer files and archived at the 

IMS office. The group has a total of 4440 farmers, production and total aresa of 

14615.5Ha and 18480.3 Ha.

Only certified cocoa beans purchased from the the registered farmers were sold to the 

first buyers as RA Certified. Crop yields of group members was estimated using the 

following parameters:  Previous year harvest(s), Density/tree count, Age, Input use, 

Pests and diseases, Plant variety, Soil quality, Geographic location and Climate. The 

certified area was determined either through mapping, registered land title document or 

by tree count on farms with standard planting density (3 m x3 m). 

Sales records have been maintained for both certified and conventional cocoa beans by 

the purchasing clerks. Waybills of the  non certified cocoa sold  to different Licensed 

Buying Companies have also been made available. All these records are kept separately 

from the certified records. Cocoa at the shed is also segregated physically to prevent 

mixing.

The group has assessed all their private transported against the applicable criteria.

Training for IMS staff, 3 motorbicycle for each district. Ech field offcer has a laptop, 

PPEs, tablets and fuel allowance. constant monitoring - montly by management. Self 

assessment carried out before the audit.

The Purchasing clerk at Kyekyewere, Soko, Akrokyere, Abroma B and Woroponso could 

not show competence in their work example record keeping and explanation of 

evacuation procedures at the shed. 

There were group members whose names were not found in the member register 

example in Kyekyewere and Soko communities.  Also there were some deceased 

farmers whose names were still in the register example in Soko and Bakoniaba 

communities. Also some female farmers who have been have been given the wrong 

gender - Male. Correction - The group identified that some purchasing clerks bought 

beans from their farmers for other Licensed Buying Companies (LBC) due to internal 

financial issues and did not keep those records (names) for such farmers in the registry 

since it was not a requirement for the other LBCs and did not add their names for the 

season because they did not deliver to ECOM. All purchasing clerks have been retrained 

on the need to keep all records if they buy for other LBCs which the group do not 

encourage though. A training log to that effect is seen. The training was done by 

Ebenezer and Linda who are field officers and covered other topics including records 

keeping. Evidence of separated records for certified and non-certified farmer seen 

(farmer personal account and waybills). A head count has been done for all societies and 

list generated for farmers to replace deceased farmers. A total of 24 Farmers were found 

in six communities. These have been updated in the member registry. Evidence of 

training of these farmers have been seen and field trainers have been tasked to quarterly 

check to know if there are deceased farmers to inform the IMS staff for the appropriate 

actions as corrective action. The various gender mis-match has been corrected in the 

farmer registry.

Internal inspection carried out for all the registered farmers in the project area. All new 

members have been internally inspected as well with reports archived at the IMS office

Assessed at farm level

No GMO used

The group chemical store at Abroma B was not accessible for audit.

Findings (public)

3.1. Group Administrator

3. Description of Criteria
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4.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.5 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.8 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.9 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.10 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.12 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.14 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.16 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.18 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.38 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

4.40 COMPLIES
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit

No evidence of forced labour among workers at depots and IMS staff. The group also 

fordids forced, compulsory labour, etc as stated in groups SEMs - labor policy. Worker's 

interviewed confirmed there has been no forced and compulsory labour among workers 

at the depotand IMS levels.

Sexual harassment, intimidation and physical mistreatment banned in the project area as 

stated in the groups IMS manual and SEMS.  There was no evidence of such in the 

group. Worker's interviewed confirmed there has been no sexual abuse, harassment, 

mistraetment and intimidation among workers at the depotand IMS levels.

Discrimination banned in the project catchmnet area as stated in the groups IMS manual 

and SEMS. No evidence of discrimination. Workers and IMS staff are of different gender 

and tribe. Worker's interviewed confirmed there has been no discrimination in terms of 

promotion, training, assignment to duties and resources allocation among workers at the 

depotand IMS levels.

Workers have the right to join worker organisation of choice without any sanction.

The group has not trained share croppers/operators who apply agrochemical in Abroma 

B and Woraponso communities. Correction - The group has identified and trained 25 

sharecroppers and operators in 6 of their operational societies. Training logs on health 

and safety which includes use of chemicals seen for sampled societies . Field Trainers 

has also been assigned to check the prevalence of sharecroppers and farm operators 

during the farmer coaching and farm visit activities. This enough to close the 

Noncompliance.

Women employed at the IMS do not undertaken field work when pregnant. A female 

officer was on maternity leave during the audit.

The group chemical store at Abroma B was not accessible for audit.

The first aid box at kyekyewere lacked methylated spirit. Also at Domprekrom, the 3 

methylated spirit and alluminium peroxide in the first aid box did not have both  

manufacturing and expiry date. 

There is a documented OHS plan which considers risk at the IMS level, depot, shed, 

farm and the central chemical stores

There is a documented complaint procedure which is made available to workers. 

Agroecom handbook has stipulated all those, which workers are aware.

The two security men at Effiduase depot work 14 days contnouos without a rest day. 

Correction - Training have been carried out for the Franchise holder (depot manager) 

who did not know the requirement of the standard and other depot staff including the two 

security men. The training was done by Kinsley who is a field trainer. Evidence of training 

log seen. Also log book for the two security men which shows rotation for every four days 

for each security man is seen. New contract letters for the two  security men showing 

remuneration, period of contract, 4 days of work and 3 off days in a shift. These were 

signed by the security personnel on 26/9/19. This is evident to close the non-compliance.

Government built borehole water availble in the participating societies within the project 

area 

All IMS staff and workers at the 3 depots receive salaries abovethe minimum wage.

No evidence of child labour with the group. All workers at the IMS level and depots are 

above 18years.

Valid contract available for all the employed staffs and no evidence of salaries reduced.

Description

Number of farms

3.2. Recurring non-conformities in audited sample of member farms

Recurrent Non-Conformities in specific criteria mean that from the total audited sample of farm members, more than 20% of the 

sample did not comply with the criterion. For more information and details about criteria evaluated to each farm member, please 

request the respective information to the Certification Body. 
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1.1 

1.2 NA

1.3 

1.4 NA

1.5 NA

1.6 NA

2.1 NA

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

3.1 NA

3.2 

3.3 NA

3.4 

3.5 NA

3.6 

3.7 

3.23 30

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 NA

4.5 

4.6 

4.7 NA

4.8 

4.9 

4.10 

4.11 NA

4.12 

4.13 

4.14 NA

4.15 

4.16 

4.17 

At the purchasing clerks level, volumes sold by farmers  to purchasing clerks do not 

exceed what the farmers have suppliedand what has been sent to the depot.

Only certified farmers (trained, registered and internally inspected) have supplied. 

Farmers do not sell on behalf of other farmers.

Land conversion does not exceed SAN ESIAN parameter

No service providers

Applicable laws such as child labour,no hunting,sexual harassment, labour land tenure 

have been asessed at group level

Farm houses are use for changing after work

Assessed at group level

complete set of PPE available for codapec staff

Farmers rely on the codapec mass sprayers for application and storage. 

Housing facility  provided by nine farmers to their sharecoppers meets requirements - 

toilet facility, beds, water, windows on building for natural light and ventilation, roof with 

no leakage.

No overtime workdone at the farms level

Most farmers source their drinking water from the community pipe borne water or bore 

holes dug for the community by the government. 

No such observation, by day workers are paid their  wages right after work

Farmers are  aware of complaint procedures and are able to tell the means to address 

complains

By day system in place, each person received between GHC 25-40 on daily basis

No evidence of worst form of child labour found , no child found on farms, children of 

school going age are in school

No employment of young workers, daily labours and sharecroppers  are above 20 years 

old

No evidence of harassment and all forms of mistreatment among daily labourers and 

sharecroppers. Farmers are aware of the group's policy that fordids all forms of 

harassment and mistreatment. No evidence of discrimination, sharecroppers and by day workers are from different 

tribes

No worker organisation at the farms

No human sewage usuage in production activites

Unprunned farms and disease pods on thirty sampled farms

Only approved pesticides are used, such as Confidor (bifenthrin), Akate Master 

(imidacloprid).

No GMO usuage

Farmers have been trained on the content of IPM. Farmers usually scout their farms to 

see if there have been pest infestation. If there are, they check the severity or spread of 

it. If not wide spread, they pick the deseased pods and dispose of the but if wide spread, 

chemical application is resorted. Activities such as prunning, farm sanitaion and weeding 

are employed tp prevent pest infestation on farms. 

No destruction of natural ecosystem. Farmers have been trained on ecosystem 

conservation and management. Farmers were able to tell the need for ecosystem 

conservation and how they conserve water bodies, wildlife, plants and their interaction.No evidence of degradation of protected area. Farmers are able to tell how they have 

been trained on the need for protected areas and forest.

No destruction of HCV found in the sampled societies and their catchment. 

No processing done in cocoa production

No sewage discharge into aquatic ecosystems

No aircraft usage for application of chemicals

Rest on taboo days for permanent workers and by day workers start at 8am and close by 

2pm

No evidence of forced labour among daily labourers and sharecroppers. Farmers are 

aware of the group's policy that fordids forced and compulsory labour. 

No evidence of traps or usage of guns (no hunting)

Names of societies are found in the register and group map.Individual farm maps have 

been done for each farmer. Information of each plot and farmer is documented in the 

registration forms and member registry.
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4.18 NA

4.19 

4.20 NA Not applicable to Small Holder

No such engagement, only women without any of the mention conditions are contracted 

for cocoa pods gathering on by day basis

Family land - no dispute and sharecropping system ( Ebunu)

Other Audit Details

Legal Name Agroecom Ghana Limited, Agona B 

Group Name Agroecom Ghana Limited, Agona B 

City Agona State

Country Ghana

Audit Physical Address P.O.Box 14687

Contact Name Emmanuel Baffoe-Bonnie

Legal Contact Name Emmanuel Baffoe-Bonnie

Role Regional manager Phone (+233)540103088
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